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About This Game

Where did we come from, where are we going?

The only thing what we see a place by surrounding flames and walls when we open our eyes. We have no idea how did we come
here. We are following the notes what given to us and trying to get rid of the places where we came from.

According to the notes we are doing what we have to and collect materials for find exit.
In some cases we are trying to escape from our enemies which may be trouble. Searching for everything makes it more easier

for us to find the exit.

It's a escape game what have simple logic that searching for randomly objects and using them for exit when we find.

So, will you join Aiden to in this short adventure to learn who he is and get rid of his problems?

 Note: If you encounter errors during game startup, load the pre-requirements in the "Engine/Extras/Redist/en-us" directory
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Title: AIDEN
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
TheElvenTale Games
Publisher:
TheElvenTale Games
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Any processor, 32-bit available

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Any 2 GB moderate display card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Supported

Additional Notes: It has not been tested on any device, it does not mean it can work on any system!
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i think this is the only two worlds title that is actually nice, and the only tower defence i could actually enjoy.. Trash. Better get
Urban Terror.. All I ask is this:
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put you off as this game is so absorbing you will certainly get your money's worth. First off this game is pretty hard-core, and
reading the manual is essential. It's also worth remembering that it's a Japanese game originally and therefore not aimed at the
Western market so there are a few quirks which may take a while to master.

Once said quirks are mastered you may actually die of starvation as the "just one more thing" mentality really bites you once
you get the hang of this game. The graphics are beautiful especially when use the "train window" function or using a leisure
vehicle to drive around the city.

The game is incredibly deep with a multitude of side activities and all the micromanaging options that you could desire. The
game is very difficult. I originally had the German version of this game and it contained a lot of translation errors and was quite
buggy. I would certainly recommend getting Steam version as it is a lot more tidy. Expect to spend the first 20 hours of your
playtime failing miserably. However I can recommend some Youtube videos by the likes of Colonel Failure.

Don't go into this game expecting it to be like SimCity or Railway Empire. Expect a strange mash up of the two. Absolutely
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brilliant.
. An excellent narrative experience THAT ALSO HAS fun gameplay AND the gameplay and narrative experience link together
well WITH (in my interpretion) the metaphors spanning the psychological experiences of the secondary characters, the way
gameplay progresses and also in terms of the ways visuals are used to display those experiences.

If you're the kind of person who likes smaller, interesting games then: yes. Buy it.. Seems a bit rough around the edges, there are
were some annoying issues, that more or less got fixed. Nightmare mode is still nightmare, not sure I'd recommend that for
anyone yet, but the main game seems solid enough.

I had several death runs, and a lucky über run. I'd say it's a good game for some laid-back no brainer timesink fun.
Music is not that good, gets old after the first few run, but Warcraft 3 ost goes good with the game. :)

Since the dev is pretty active (game got like 4 patches in 1 week) and available the issues probably gets fixed sooner or later..
Horrible game. Slow movement speed. Nothing that was good about Culling 1 is in 2 and everything that is wrong with BRs is in
this game. Stay off it.. Still a lot of work , so i cannot recommend to the casual player.

- It feels a bit like Lightspeed / Hyperspeed from Microprose , i like the atmosphere : )
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It really pains me to not recommend this game. I really enjoyed the previous Heroes Rise games, and I liked Versus, and I want
to like Redemption Season. The problem is it's over the top portrayal of discrimination. Every other page the author feels the
need to preach to you about oppression and social justice. And God forbid if you try to take a rational or middle road opinion,
you'll be seen as a villain.

Now, over the course of all of these games in the Heroes Rise series a common theme reveals itself, there is no room for
nuance. You're only ever allowed to have a one sided opinion. If you try to keep a rational balance of opinions you're punished
for it. I can't in good conscience recommend this game. If this is made into a new trilogy it might be worth a look, if and only if
the author tones down on the social justice monologuing in a massive way, it'd be way more fun to read.. Just wow. This is an
absolutely solid VR game: immersive, beautiful graphics, solid voice acting and plenty of objects to grab and inspect (although
the limits of interaction remain limited as you cannot actually "use" any of the objects you grab or hold except for a very limited
number of items). Absolutely loved it and the price is just right. Way to go dev and I look forward to your next product!
Absolutely recommend this.. A great 3rd person shooter with a good plot.. YES YES YES ITS FINALLY HERE When this
game came on Greenlight it Looked Fantastic and now its out Totally worth 10 dollars and It was worth a vote so this is not the
avarege puzzle game heck its even Better with explosions and kind of like mixing some Contraption maker into it if you know
what that is Great puzzle game

Would Play again 10\/10. One of my favourite real-time strategy games. Shallow but deep at the same time. Difficult while easy
to learn. Would recommend.. Pretty cool story, very engaging writing with plenty of replayability and hidden stuff to find.
Definitely worth it for a relaxing story driven game.
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